BREAKING
THE CYCLE
OF SIN
THE NECESSITY OF
THE VIRGIN BIRTH

In 1985, Joe Simpson and Simon Yates, both experienced mountaineers, successfully
ascended the previously unclimbed West Face of Siula Grande in Peru. After leaving
the summit, their descent by way of the North Ridge proved unexpectedly difﬁcult in
unbelievably stormy weather conditions.
Shortly after the pair left the summit, Simon Yates would fall through a thin sheet of
snow and ice, plummeting down the 4500 ft face they had just climbed. Miraculously,
his fall was arrested by their climbing ropes as they somehow managed to hold tight
and not snap from the combination of the fall and their weight.
They chose to camp and rest still high up on the peak to compose themselves. The pair
continued their descent the following morning but when Simpson fell attempting to
climb down an ice cliff on the ridge, he landed awkwardly, suffering a badly broken
leg. The pair commenced a self-rescue with Yates lowering Simpson with ropes down
a steep, 3000 ft. snow and ice slope while the weather deteriorated into a ﬁercer
storm than the day before.
The total length of rope that the pair had was only 300 feet, so the lowering process
had to be undertaken in a series of repeat maneuvers. Lowering, then climbing down,
and then lowering again, time and time again. Just as the pair had almost reached the
relative safety of the glacier when Yates inadvertently lowers Simpson over the edge
of a large cliff, leaving him suspended on the rope in mid-air. Yates was able to prevent Simpson’s fall, but was unable see the predicament he was in, unable to even
hear him over the howling wind.
Unable to pull Simpson back up the cliff and gradually losing traction in the loose
snow, Yates realized, after about an hour and a half, that he was gradually being
pulled from perch and would soon fall over 150 feet to his certain death. Yates decided then and there that there was only one option available to him. So he cut the rope.
We have talked a lot about the differences between sin, transgression, and iniquity in
the past, but what I want to focus on is the need, and our willingness to break the cycle
no matter how much it might hurt in the process.

